FUNDAMENTAL COURSE

Incorporating navigated implant
placement into a practice-building
digital workflow
Friday, May 21, 2021 – Wakefield, MA
Live presentation and hands-on session

Ken Parrish, DMD, PhD

Navigated technology has demonstrated the predictability
of static guides without many of the challenges/limitations.
Three-dimensional navigated implant placement offers
much more than routine surgical accuracy and precision.
The intuitive software interface makes planning rapid and
simple. Patient-satisfying immediacy can then become a
realistic routine option. The plan should also be used for
education as it allows patients to see their specific condition
and appreciate anatomic risks as a necessary prerequisite
for informed consent. Just as importantly, demonstrating
the technology to the patient is a great practice builder.
Educated patients expect to see technology-driven practices
and are more likely to gain confidence and place their trust in
a progressive dental practice.

Online registration

Call/Email

Register online by clicking here.

Nobel Biocare Training & Education
800 579 6515
northamericaeducation@nobelbiocare.com
or
Jon Rosenthal
508 742 8977
jon.rosenthal@nobelbiocare.com

Or scan the QR code with your
mobile device’s camera:

bit.ly/Parrish-May21-MA

Course no. CMP-03347-G2J1S

See reverse side for more information

Learning outcomes
After this course, the participant will
understand...
− The workflow of 3D navigated
implant placement from diagnostics through planning and surgical
delivery. Included will be how to
make any necessary adjustments
to the plan even mid-surgery.
− Implant placement, even in immediate sites, can be accurate and
precise with real-time feedback
and tactile sensitivity maintained.
This is critical in cases where bone
density has to be monitored during the osteotomy when primary
stability with immediate provisionalization is a goal.
− How the efficiency of navigated
implant placement using X-Guide®
allows routine treatment of
patients even on an immediate
urgent/emergent basis.
− What prosthetically driven surgical planning can do to improve
referral communication and
satisfaction and strengthen the
referral relationship while growing
the practice.

Get the latest industry news,
product information and more.
Please note: In an effort to secure your credit card information, emailed credit card numbers will not be accepted for
payment. Please only call or register securely online with your payment information.
Cancellation policy: No refund for no-shows or cancellations made within 14 days of the start date of the program. All
cancellations must be in writing and emailed to northamericaeducation@nobelbiocare.com. Should Nobel Biocare cancel a
course, liability is limited to refund of the full amount of the course fee.

Nobel Biocare USA LLC. 22715 Savi Ranch Pkwy., Yorba Linda, CA 92887; 800 579 6515; northamericaeducation@nobelbiocare.com

More information
Friday, May 21, 2021
Arcari Dental Laboratory
20B DelCarmine St.
Wakefield, MA 01880
4:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
$199 US tuition
3 CE credits
Max. 15 participants
Course no. CMP-03347-G2J1S

Ken Parrish, DMD, PhD
Dr. Ken Parrish graduated from the
University of Louisville School of
Dentistry in 1989. He received his
specialty training in periodontics
at the University of Iowa and also
received his PhD in microbiology.
He is certified by the American
Board of Periodontology. Dr. Parrish
was an assistant professor in the

Department of Periodontics at
the University of Kentucky College
of Dentistry before receiving an
appointment as the Head of the
Section of Periodontics at the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation where
he was the primary surgeon in the
Center for Implant Excellence.
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continuing education credits.
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Nationally Approved PACE Program Provider for FAGD/MAGD
credit.
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